ExamDeveloper™
The all-in-one tool to make your job easier
A simpler way to develop exams

The stress-free, all-in-one, web-based tool for efficient exam development.

Easy as 1-2-3
Use ExamDeveloper™ to collaborate with subject matter experts and manage content throughout the entire exam development cycle. Your SMEs will be able to work together on content writing and review in a secure, online environment. You can even assign writing and review tasks with the “auto-assign” function.

Top-quality items
Produce defensible exams with our customizable workflows, which include editorial review and item validation.

The experts' tool of choice
Choose the same tool that’s used by top psychometricians and content developers at Pearson VUE.

Stringent security
Security is a vital component of ExamDeveloper. Manage user privileges to ensure individuals working with exam content have access only to the information they really need. ExamDeveloper maintains a complete auditable history of all items, too.

The right exam type
ExamDeveloper allows you to build standard linear exams, as well as Adaptive and LOFT exams. Build the exam type that’s right for your program.

Train to succeed
Upon engagement, we’ll train you over three sessions. There is also a robust Help section with tutorial videos so you can maximize your use of ExamDeveloper.

Gain new efficiencies
The web-based tool enables virtual collaboration and eliminates the need to fly in your SMEs.